When these elements perform more than 'one' function they last longer, become symbols of a culture and influence the pattern of life. Shade-courtyards, balconies, scale, proportions, use of skyline, overhangs, arcades.

The Gender of small things, highlight the importance of analysing the city from this perspective. Hence, to collect both men and women experiences and different realities, so we can think over their needs. We have related the Harappa project of Balkrishna Doshi (date) with his lecture of architecture through building elements - small things. "We have inhabited their project introducing gender into small things that shape our everyday environment."

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY CENTRE

HARAPPA PROJECT (Women's Community Centre)

1. Women's community center
2. Men's community center
3. Waste land
4. Women's bars
5. Men's bars
6. Doorstep
7. Semi-private space
8. Balcony
9. Shade-courtyard
10. Terraces

The perception of the space is also different than that perceived by men. Hence, we need to look at the environment from a different point of view to understand it better."

We have related the Harappa project of Balkrishna Doshi (date) with his lecture of architecture through building elements - small things. "We have inhabited their project introducing gender into small things that shape our everyday environment."